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WIRELESS OPERATOR COMMANDS FLIGHT

Squadron-Leader A. Markland, D.F.M., is the first wireless-

operator to be given the command of a'flight in a Bomber Squadron.

Until fairly recently, only pilots were appointed to the command,

of flights and squadrons. In a few squadrons, navigators have now

been appointed flight-commanders, and one air gunner - Wing Commander

A.E. Lowe, M.B.E,, D.F.C., - became a squadron-Commander.

Squadron Leader Markland, who was born in Rochdale, bait whose
home is now in Derby, was an assistant sales manager for a firm of

drug manufacturers before he joined the R.A.F. four days before the

outbreak of war.

He began his operational tour as wireless-operator in a Whitley,
his first flight being in the attack on Munich in September, 1940. He

took part in some of the first attacks on Germany's industrial centres,
and on Northern Italy, He was also wireless-operator in one of the

Whitleys which, flying from Malta, dropped paratroops in Southern

Italy early in 1941.

After completing 34 operational flights as a sergeant, he was

awarded the D.F.M, He was in the first 1,000 bomber attack on Cologne
in May 1942, when he flew in a Halifax, So much ice formed on the

bomber during the flight that control was lost, and he and the rest
of the crew had to bale out over England. ,

In the days when Whitleys were still being used in our bomber
attacks on Germany, a wireless-operator was also trained as a gunner,
and Sergeant Markland - as he then was - did eight trips as a rear-

gunner, He says that his most uncomfortable flight was in an attack

on Stettin, When he had to sit for eleven hours 15 minutes in the

rear turret of a Whitley.

He has new returned to operational .duties after holding a

position at Bomber Command headquarters. As a flight -commander he

has already taken part in four bombing attacks, two of then on

Hanover.


